
Full assessment

Driver Selection Y

Driver Development Y

Driver Supervision Y

Journey / Operations Y

Incident Management Y

Vehicle Y

Management Y

Zurich Risk Advisor

Zurich Risk Advisor self risk           
Motor Fleet Sedan & Light 
Commercial assessments

Assess your company’s Motor Fleet Sedan and Light Commerical risks across the 
globe by choosing a full self risk assessment that covers the below categories.

Download Zurich Risk Advisor for iOS or Android*
* Please note, Zurich customers who use My Zurich should choose the
‘Use My Zurich Login’ option when using the App, so that the
information can be displayed in My Zurich
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The information contained in this document has been compiled and 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable and credible but no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Zurich 
Insurance Group Ltd. or any of its subsidiaries (hereinafter ‘Zurich’)  
as to their accuracy or completeness. 

Some of the information contained herein may be time sensitive. 
Thus, you should consult the most recent referenced material.

Information in this document relates to risk engineering / risk services  
and is intended as a general description of certain types of services 
available to qualified customers. It is not intended as, and does not give, 
an overview of insurance coverages, services or programs and it does  
not revise or amend any existing insurance contract, offer, quote or  
other documentation.

Zurich and its employees do not assume any liability of any kind 
whatsoever, resulting from the use, or reliance upon any information, 
material or procedure contained herein. Zurich and its employees do not 
guarantee particular outcomes and there may be conditions on your 
premises or within your organization which may not be apparent to us. 
You are in the best position to understand your business and your 
organization and to take steps to minimize risk, and we wish to assist 
you by providing the information and tools to assess your changing  
risk environment.

In the United States of America, risk services are available to qualified 
customers through Zurich Services Corporation and in Canada through 
Zurich Risk Services as also in other countries worldwide, risk engineering 
services are provided by different legal entities affiliated with the Zurich 
Insurance Group as per the respective country authorization and  
licensing requirements.
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Motor Fleet (Sedan/Light Commercial) Self Risk Assessment

For many businesses, driving for work purposes is often the most hazardous part of an employee’s 
role, and yet it’s a hazard that’s not often managed well. Driving for work is seen as an incidental part 
of their role, and yet it places employees in potential risk of serious injury, or sadly, fatality. For a 
business, insurance is often only part of the financial recovery following a crash, and there are many 
uninsured costs associated with each crash. This has a significant negative impact to a business’ 
bottom line, as well as a contributing disruptor to their integral supply chain, reputation and resilience. 
To support them on this complex risk, Zurich Risk Engineering has developed a Motor Fleet Sedan/
Light Commercial Vehicle Self Risk Assessment. Aligned to our Grading Methodology, the Full version 
will deliver a comparative risk quality grading, as well as Risk Improvement Ideas, which, if adopted, 
will help reduce work-related driving exposures, reduce crash severity and frequency, and  provide a 
safer environment for companies large and small.




